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Climber, boater, adventurer and notorious personality Timmy O’Neill paddles a stretch of Patagonia’s freely flowing water.
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“By going down there, I really came to understand why this is such an
important place and I hadn’t known this before. The volume of freshwater,
the amount of ice, the remoteness of the landscape and, primarily, the lack
of human veneer. I mean, this place is almost before humans.”

J

Editor’s note: The following is a personal account written by Flagstaff local Chris Kassar who, along with
several other Flag residents, embarked on an adventure last spring to chronicle in words, images and
film the resistance movement against a massive dam project proposed for the remote Patagonia region
of southern Chile. The project would destroy untouched and unique ecosystems to build the longest
power line in the world while damming two completely wild rivers. Calling themselves Rios Libres, the
crew navigated the massive Baker River from source to sea and became immersed in the region’s rural
gaucho culture as well as the growing resistance movement to the dam project.The resulting 23-minute film,
“Power in the Pristine,” will premiere at the Flagstaff Mountain Film Festival Thu, Oct. 7 at the Orpheum
Theater, 15 W. Aspen, at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 for each session of the fest, which runs from Oct. 7–10,
and $55 for a four-day pass. For more info, see www.rioslibres.com or www.flagstaffmountainfilms.org.

Journal Entry, Feb. 24, 2010: Insane amounts of fresh snow blanket the hills. Perfectly crisp air
touches everything. A cobalt sky boldly cradles the sun. This kind of day brings a touch of optimism to even the
most dedicated pessimist and reminds me why I live in Flagstaff. Instead of heading to the mountains for some
turns, I roll down the highway in a beat-up van that has seen much more adventure than this trip to the Phoenix
airport. The Peaks fade in the rearview. Friends keep asking how we could leave in the middle of such an epic
winter… Are we crazy? Definitely. Do we have a choice? Definitely not.
This whole thing started in July 2009 with one simple conversation in my hot kitchen. At the
time, it was innocent banter between friends; in retrospect, it was a more important conversation
than we could have ever imagined.
That day, James Q Martin, a passionate adventure photographer who has called Flagstaff
home for 14 years, emerged from his first trip down the Colorado River. As usual, Nature had
recharged and inspired him. He excitedly shared ideas for new projects: “… shooting famous
climber so-and-so on the fastest ascent of XY epic wall … following the most epic base jumper
in the world as he hurls himself off various cliffs in Norway …” I zoned out. When he started
talking about rivers in Patagonia, I was back without hesitation.

Scenes from the Patagonian guacho ranching culture in Aysén Region. The locals
are the most fervent opponents of the proposed massive dam project.
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The Rios Libres crew floated the Baker River from
source to sea, something that will be impossible in
the future if the Chilean dam project moves forward.

“I had just started making photos and this
spot was one of the wildest I’d ever been. There
were so few people and no power lines for
me to contend with—just wide open, intense
landscape for as far as you could see.”
In 2000, Martin drove the length of Chile in
a rugged, rebuilt 1984 baby-blue Toyota Land
Cruiser. Like so many visitors to Patagonia, he
focused on hitting major adventure hotspots
like the Fitzroy Range and only stumbled on the
remote Aysén region as a function of passing
through. “But, it really made an impression. I
was taken with its rawness right away and have
always wanted to go back.”
I enjoyed listening to him recount yet
another adventure from his time in a remote
corner of the world, but I wasn’t sure where
any of this was going. “What does this have
to do with your time in the canyon or me or
anything, really?” I asked.
“A couple weeks ago, I read that there
are companies that want to dam two rivers in
this same part of Chile. Traveling down the
Grand—an incredible, but broken river—
reminded me of how special and rare it is for a
river to flow freely … I love my job and getting
to shoot in so many locations, but I’ve been
looking for a way to use my photography to

The more we learned, the more we knew
we needed to be part of the grassroots effort
fighting to preserve Patagonia Sin Represas!
(Patagonia Without Dams). The lessons
learned at Glen Canyon made us unwilling and
unable to stand by and allow the same mistakes
to be made, especially in one of the wildest
places left on the planet. We wrote grants, got
sponsors, assembled a team and planned our
expedition. By February, what started as a silly
idea between friends became a reality.

Journal entry, March 3, 2010: A
blackened kettle bubbles on the fire. Eggs sizzle in castiron. In the distance, we hear glacier chunks crashing
to the earth as this enormous expanse of ice groans
and moans under the pressure of time. Members of
my new family—this crazy crew that I will spend the
next four weeks with—emerge from down cocoons and
arrive at the fire in varying levels of consciousness.
Ed woke early to film the sunrise and has
breakfast almost ready. I’m not sure how, but he
manages to create gourmet meals in the middle of
nowhere with whatever ingredients are available.
Timmy hands out steaming cups of cowboy coffee.
He joined us only days after he climbed the north and
central towers in Torres del Paine on the edge of the
third largest ice field in world. It has only been a few

Southwestern author Craig Childs records his experiences
in the Neff Valley en route to Patagonia.

“I thought it was important to bring people together
who could help create a wide array of inspiring media
and who also have relationships with the Colorado
River. I wanted folks who understand the impacts

The pristine, and for the moment, dam-free Baker
River.

dams have had in our own back yard.”

Cinematographer Ed George and filmmaker Denise
Stilley. The resulting film, “Power in the Pristine,”
will premiere at the Flagstaff Mountain Film Festival
Thursday night.
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make a difference and I wonder if this is it. You
think we could we do something down there
to help?”
This question was really all it took. Of
course, we could do something. Five days
earlier, while Martin frolicked on the river, I
had become another statistic of the recession
and lost my job as conservation biologist for a
nonprofit. I had also sprained my ankle while
trail running on the Peaks. No work and no
outdoor fun made me dangerous. I researched
the issue all night, foregoing sleep to learn
whatever I could. Big business was pouring on
the pressure to build a series of five mega-dams
on the Baker and Pascua rivers. The majority
of Chileans opposed the dams and a campaign
aimed at stopping this attempt to alter the
heart of the Patagonian Andes was gaining
momentum.

days, but my belly muscles are already sore because of
his quick wit.
Perched on a rock, Craig scribbles in the tiny
battered red book that is never more than a moment
away from his pen. I don’t know what he’s writing, but
I’m sure it’s insightful, brilliant, beautiful. He has a
knack for perfectly capturing the moment and I wonder
if some of this morning’s musings will find their way
into his next book, article or NPR radio commentary.
I am careful with what I say around him …
“My time on the Colorado River inspired
me to start this project,” says Martin. “So,
I thought it was important to bring people
together who could help create a wide array of
inspiring media and who also have relationships
with the Colorado River. I wanted folks who
understand the impacts dams have had in our
own back yard.”
We assembled a team of talented

Craig Childs drinks frigid, unfiltered water from Neff
Glacier in the Aysén Region of Patagonia.
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adventurers and artists from the Colorado
Plateau: Renaissance man and ER doctor
John Tveten, accomplished cinematographers
Denise Stilley and Ed George, renowned
environmental writer and explorer Craig Childs
and comedian and athlete Timmy O’Neill.
Our plan was idealistic and we knew it:
Travel to the end of the earth and explore the
Rio Baker from its glacial source all the way to
the ocean. Then, use words, film and compelling
imagery to share our experience, show what
is at stake and raise awareness to bolster the
fight already well in progress in Chile. Things
did not go quite as smoothly as planned. An
8.8 magnitude earthquake, canceled flights,
lost camera equipment, a middle-of-nowhere
truck breakdown and a bit of misinformation
quickly turned this journey into an adventure.
Our seasoned and power-packed group was
not fazed and we continued with our mission.
We traveled freely, like each drop of water
in this hydrologic cycle still does, exploring
each corner of the Baker from source to sea
and documenting this resource in its natural
state. “By going down there, I really came
to understand why this is such an important
place and I hadn’t known this before,” explains
Childs. “The volume of freshwater, the amount
of ice, the remoteness of the landscape and,
primarily, the lack of human veneer … I mean,
this place is almost before humans. It’s a really
unusual landscape and I hadn’t realized that
until I got there and got a taste of it.”

Journal entry, March 12, 2010: I
walk alongside the Rio Baker and although my
pack is light, I carry an overwhelming weight on my
shoulders. I have just stepped over the exact spot where
340 feet of concrete would block the furious turquoise

flow of this river. My heart breaks when I entertain the
possibility. Can we help save this river and this way of
life so there will still be blank spots on the map for my
tiny niece to share with her kids?
As we traveled through South America’s
last frontier, we caught a glimpse of what the
world used to be like—untouched and wild.
“After having felt the privilege of drinking from
an unfiltered river every day and living for a
very brief moment in untamed and untouched
Patagonia, I realize it is unlike anywhere else
on Earth,” says Stilley. Our guide told us to
“not worry and enjoy it while it’s free.” We
did our best, however, we were not carefree
kids on a river trip; a palpable undercurrent
of concern flowed within each of us. Were we
passing through country that would one day be
under water? Would we look back and realize
we were, as Timmy put it, “creating yet another
beautiful eulogy for what was?”
O’Neill, who has paddled the Colorado
River seven times, explains further: “I’ve been
down the Grand Canyon as it flows through two
dams. It’s imprisoned, chained up. You go to
the Rio Baker and you can paddle for day after
day and you know there is no dam; you know
you aren’t going to get to some fake reservoir
where underneath you are the skeletons of
adventure … And you can take that same river
all the way to the ocean. I’ve never been able to
do that in my life and I would love to be able to
do it on the Grand Canyon … I don’t want to
see this destroyed. I don’t want to see it chained
up.”
The damage from this project would not
stop at the rivers. Plans to clear-cut at least
1,000 miles of old-growth forest to build the
longest transmission line in the world would
scar the landscape and ruin forests unique

to Patagonia. People along the river and
activists we met explained that this line would
transport the electricity northward to support
Chile’s massive mining industry and not one
watt would go to anyone living in Patagonia.
Patricio Segura of the Patagonia Sin Represas
campaign explained another consequence:
“Once these lines are built, no river from here
all the way to Santiago would be safe from
dams.”
Right now, these are only plans on paper.
The fate of these rivers and the Patagonian
people rests in the hands of politicians who will
likely make a decision in the next year. “If the
dams are approved I will feel that the dollar
wins again, however, I will take it as a wakeup
call that projects like ours are more vital than
ever and must continue to escalate the fight,”
says John Tveten. “If the river remains free I
will go back with friends. I’d love for others to
experience what for me was one of the great
moments of my life … bending over with
cupped hands to drink in what is essentially
70 percent of ourselves from a source that has
remained pristine since its origin … there is no
better way to fill the tank than that.”
Activists from across Chile and from
across the world have launched a powerful
campaign to prevent the dams and to demand
the adoption of a sound and sustainable
energy policy from the government. Due to
Chile’s unique geography and varied terrain,
opportunities abound for harnessing the
power of the wind, sun, ocean and earth.
Daniel Gonzalez, a Chilean biologist and the
previous campaign coordinator for Patagonia
Sin Represas says, “Patagonia is still one of
those last corners on the planet that has the
opportunity to go in a different direction. It is

still intact and with all of the resources it has,
we could truly create a new model for how to
solve the energy issue.”
“This is exactly why we went down
there—to support the people who are fighting
to keep Patagonia the way it is. We want to tell
the story of a place that is still whole so that
people will fall in love with it and will want to
help preserve it,” says Martin. “We hope our
efforts will give voice to the river, land and
people of Chile and inspire others to protect
our last wildernesses.”

Timmy O’Neill charges a class-five rapid at the confluence
of the Baker and Neff Rivers.

“After having felt the privilege of drinking from an unfiltered
river every day and living for a very brief moment in untamed and
untouched Patagonia, I realize it is unlike anywhere else on Earth.”

Wildlife biologist, activist and author Chris Kassar checks out the confluence of the Baker and the Neff.
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